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Abstract. This paper presents a computational creativity system (PUNdit) for
generating creative headlines from written text. The system employs a number of
statistical natural language processing libraries to simulate the cognitive process
of linguistic creativity. 29% of 99 generated titles were rated above average on
four five-point scales of creativity, grammaticality, relevance and appropriate-
ness by majority consensus of seven non-expert evaluators.

1 Introduction and motivation

The field of computational creativity concerns itself with the philosophy, sci-
ence and engineering of computational systems which, by taking on particular
responsibilities, exhibit behaviours that unbiased observers would deem to be
creative. [3]

In this paper, a data-driven linguistic creativity system is defined which
utilises conceptual information concerning the distinct topics within a text and
creates a mashup of a select two of these, resulting in a title which fulfils the
property of being both creative and relevant to the article content. This process
models the cognitive process of creative titling which incorporates a conceptual
blend of relevant topics.

The motivation for this work is twofold, to both model the cognitive pro-
cesses behind linguistic creativity and also to develop an alternative system to
suggest titles for articles which can be used in tandem with traditional text sum-
marisation approaches. One possible application of this work is to generate alter-
native titles for articles which augment standard clickbait approaches designed
for SEO purposes only.

1.1 Structure of paper

Section 2 describes related studies in computational creativity and also contex-
tualises the work in relation to the current media landscape. Section 3 details



the creative process to be modelled. Section 4 describes the technical structure
of the generation system, with Section 5 presenting the results of a human eval-
uation of the system output. Section 6 discusses the results of the evaluation
with Section 7 concluding with a reflection on areas where the system could be
improved.

2 Related work

2.1 Computational linguistic creativity

Traditional approaches to computational linguistic creativity focused on con-
strained creative forms and topics such as riddles, [21], puns, [27, 26] poetry,
[15], and more recently the medium of rap, [13].

Computational linguistic creativity research has begun to embrace statistical
models and resources which enable modeling of the various individual steps of
linguistic and creative production. The next generation of systems strive to do
more than mere generation, [28] being capable of evaluation and filtering of
their own outputs, marrying expertise in linguistic form with domain knowledge
of required semantic function.

[2] present an end-to-end linguistic creativity system which creates poetry
based on the content and mood of of articles in the Guardian newspaper, com-
bining an array of natural language processing toolkits in the process. Similarly,
recent work by [18, 17] has investigated the automatic generation and analysis
of creative linguistic phrases in the domain of company names and advertising
slogans respectively. Very recent work by [7] seeks to match a hand-curated
resource of popular phrases to news articles using a similar approach to cur-
rent paper, although they replace single words only to generate relevant target
phrases for news articles.

2.2 The changing media landscape

Although historically, newspapers and media outlets employed creativity with
aplomb, in recent years the global media landscape has begun to shift toward
either of the two poles of the mundane and literal SEO optimized style or the
opposite clickbait1, [25] approach. The former approach may be due to the move
towards content optimised for machine indexing rather than human readability
and enjoyment, with the latter focused on piquing human curiosity in the basest
fashion.

1 You won’t believe what happened next....



Traditionally, the bulk of computational linguistics research related to article
titles has focused on accurate factual headline generation from news [5], which
can be often conflated with research work on document summarisation [10].

2.3 Linguistic creativity as stylistic aspect

Bearing the shift in journalistic style in mind, there is still a lot of apprecia-
tion for creative headlines in modern media. A number of venerable publica-
tions including The Economist2 and the New Yorker magazine employ puns and
creative wordplay in their long-form and op-ed articles. The news-blog Quartz
(www.qz.com) generally publishes a sub-heading for topical articles which
acts as a creative description or teaser leading into the article proper.

In academic publishing, apt titling has been shown to increase citation rates
and memorability in psychology journals, [24], however in the medical domain
articles with longer titles are more cited, [9], with further work in the psychol-
ogy domain, [23] finding a slight decline in citation rates for articles with overly
humorous titles, indicating that different domains demonstrate different tradi-
tions with regard to humour and creativity in titling.

3 Illustration of the creative process to be modeled

3.1 Creativity as cognition

[6] describes the four main steps of the creative process, which are modelled in
this work. The first step, preparation, involves collecting relevant information
to the creative domain, the second step incubation involves unconcious compu-
tation of the problem. These two steps are combined in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and
2 below. The third step, referred to as illumination, involves the bubbling to
the surface of a raw version of the creative output, based on processes such as
bisocation where relationships and links between concepts are discovered. This
is modeled in Sections 4.4 and 4.5. The fourth step, verification, concerns the
refinement of the creative output into a form which is ready to present to the
world, represented in Sections 4.6 and 4.7 below.

3.2 Manual example of process

The PUNdit system seeks to emulate a process of linguistic creativity defined
in the following example. The creative processes incorporates a blending of two
distinct topic areas found in an article.

2 www.economist.com.



Consider the 2014 article from the Atlantic Magazine titled Tech has a de-
pression problem3.

Based on this headline alone and the article text, one can conclude that the
article deals with at least two topics, the technology industry and mental health.

Semantically related terms to each topic area are listed in Table 1. Obvi-
ously, a semantic NLP resource might not provide terms as related to the origi-
nal topics as those that originate from a human brainstorming session, however
future iterations of the system may investigate a resource such as ConceptNet,
which provides a variety of type and relationship facts for concepts.

Topic Keywords
Tech: tech, system, code, computer

Depression: mental, health, down, blue, sad
Table 1. Related keywords

Based on these criteria, a significantly apt title would combine concepts
from each of these two topic areas in a linguistically correct and aesthetically
pleasing manner. Three examples of possibly creative titles generated by the
author which leverage the related vocabulary are presented in Table 2. The first,
System of a Down is a band name repurposed as a title in this case. The second
is a repurposing of an album title by the band Radiohead given a more negative
aspect. The final term, Code Blue, is both an album title and a band name in the
database, in this case replacing the colour red with blue.

Source Title
Band System of a Down

Album Not (OK Computer)
Album & Band Name Code Blue

Table 2. Possible titles

Thus, an article title which is both optimised for humans and search engines
could combine both the factual description and creative teaser.

Code Blue : Tech has a depression problem
System of a Down : Tech has a depression problem

3 http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/09/
tech-has-a-depression-problem/380004/, last verified October 6, 2015



Ok Computer? : Tech has a depression problem

4 System description

Based on the creative process outlined in Section 3, automation is carried out as
follows with a number of resources and steps. Figure 1 gives a diagrammatical
overview of the resources employed in the PUNdit system. The emulation of the
cognitive process of linguistic creativity in algorithmic form is as follows:

1. Cluster (Algorithm 1) content words (nouns, verbs) using the DISCO se-
mantic API [11] and k-means clustering.

2. Expand terms using the Metaphone [19] method (Algorithm 2) and DISCO
(top 5 co-occurrence terms).

3. Build n x n matrix of term comparisons for each distinct topic pair.
4. Filter each query pair for occurrence in the COCA 5gram [4] corpus (Algo-

rithm 3).
5. For each valid pair, query the Freebase API ([1] for names of songs, musi-

cians, films etc (Algorithm 4).
6. Filter the results (Algorithm 6) and rank based on Equation 2.

4.1 Term extraction

First, the system processes the article text. Named entities (people, places and
things) are extracted using the Stanford NER system, [14]. Frequent keyword
unigrams are extracted from the text and stopwords are removed from a pre-set
list. The keyword extraction method considers words that occur more than once
in the text, and the process is similar to the RAKE algorithm, [22]. Keywords
are lemmatized using the StanfordCoreNLP toolkit and the set of terms which
are retained fulfill: n ∈ {nouns,verbs}.

4.2 Topic clustering

Once a set of salient terms and entities have been extracted from the text, we
attempt to cluster these based on their semantic similarity (Algorithm 1). Using
the DISCO Java API, [11] pre-trained on a Wikipedia dataset as used by [2], an
n×nmatrix of word similarity scores is calculated for the extracted vocabulary
set of size n.

A k-means clustering is performed on this matrix with {k = 5} in order
to attempt to cluster the most salient topics in the text. Due to this step, any
keywords which do not occur in the semantic model space are removed from
the document representation.



If the salient vocabulary set is smaller than ten items, a semantic expansion
using the DISCO system is carried out to increase the topic set size, augment-
ing each keyword with its five most semantically similar neighbours from the
system. 4

It was ultimately decided after some initial benchmarking runs to remove
any entity names and locations from the generation process. Although this could
omit some possible relevant and creative headlines, the risk of the generated
term being off-topic was estimated to be greater than the benefit of added cre-
ative options. Future experiments may examine how these items may influence
the creativity of generated titles.

4.3 Metaphonic augmentation

Puns and wordplay are an aspect of creative headlining and these elements are
modeled in the system using the Metaphone5 algorithm, [19], a pseudo-phonetic
string representation system initially developed to cluster spelling variants of

4.4 Pruning search pairs using the COCA 5gram corpus

Once the soundalike terms have been obtained, each expanded topic cluster is
compared word by word with all of the other topic clusters, resulting in a large
set of word pairs. Before querying the Freebase API, this topic set is pruned by
using an external reference corpus to investigate the occurrence of each com-
pared word in the same context (Algorithm 3).

In this case, we use the COCA 5gram set, [4] as a reference, which contains
ca. 1 million 5-grams from a corpus of American English. This reference set
is used to reduce the query set for the Freebase API, as at the time of writing6

the online API was used and this was limited to 100,000 queries a day. The
average frequency information for each pair is retained for use in the evaluation
process, and only word pairs which occur in the COCA 5gram7 set are retained
( Algorithm 3).

4.5 Querying the knowledge base

Finally, the list of query term pairs are used to search for existing creative
works in the public Freebase datasource, [1]. We include titles of television pro-
grammes, films, musical works and the names of artists, musicians and musical

4 nouns and verbs are used in the experiments.
5 The creator is perhaps aware of more deviant usage possibilities for his technology, the paper

title is a riff on the 1976 Blondie hit Hanging on the telephone.
6 Unfortunately, the current online version of the Freebase API will be retired on June 30th

2015.
7 In theory, the COCA 5grams could be used as titles, if they represent complete phrases.



groups as possible query return terms. Previous work [17] leveraged a static
source database of common proverbs as a source. We believe that the Freebase
datasource provides a number of advantages including full-text data search and
detailed type parameters for creative works.

Title phrases are returned using the Freebase search API and augmented
with extra information. There are three possible phrase types, illustrated with
sample examples in reference to Table 1:

1. Exact string matches with one string from each topic: (Some Health Sys-
tem)

2. Matches including one Metaphone match and one exact match: (The Blue
Road (Code))

3. Two Metaphone matches, one from each topic: (Bad Wisdom) (Sad System)

In the case of the second two examples, the Metaphone match term is replaced
with the bracketed phrase before the title is returned.

4.6 Filtering the results

The first filtering step is a hard filter to remove erroneous results. Results are
probed using a language classifier to remove non-English files, subtitles, du-
plicate titles and bracketed phrases are removed, and a length-based filtering is
carried out. For these experiments a length filter of five words was imposed. An-
other filter criteria examines the part-of-speech values for each title and removes
any titles for which there are more proper nouns than other word types.

This is designed to filter out titles which contain an abundance of proper
names which are irrelevant to the current articles. Of course, the POS tagger
does not always perform accurately on such short texts and as a result some
erroneous results find themselves in the filtered result set.

4.7 Ranking the results

Once the result set is filtered, the remaining terms are ranked by a composite
ranking as detailed in Equation 2.

The average semantic distance function between two texts is defined as:

a dist(A,B) =
1

x

n,z∑
i=1,k=1

sem dist(Ai, Bk) (1)

where n,z are the lengths of A and B respectively, x = 1
2(n + z) and sem dist is

the DISCO first-order semantic distance between two terms.



The ranking function for generated titles is defined as:

∑
(asemd(t1, t2, x),

1

len(x)
, jw(x, y),m f(x)) (2)

Where asemd is defined as:

1

2
(a dist(t1, x) + a dist(t2, x)) (3)

and where m f(x) is the average co-occurrence frequency8 of the constituent
terms in the COCA 5gram database, jw(x,y) is the Jaro-Winkler distance be-
tween source phrase and generated headline, and t1 and t2 are the two topics
from which the phrase originated.

Fig. 1. System diagram

8 If the term pairs occur in two terms of frequency 4.0 and 5.0, the average would be 4.5 for
example.



5 Evaluation of system output

5.1 Experimental setup

Seven non-expert respondents were asked to rate ninety-nine titles related to the
ten articles in Table 3. These titles were not evenly spread between articles as
the absolute9 number of headlines produced by the system is not constant in
each case.

Respondents were asked to rank headlines on a scale of one to five for each
of four criteria, grammaticality, relevance, appropriateness and creativity. Rel-
evance was defined as how relevant the headline was to the article topic, and
appropriateness was a proxy for possible offense caused.

5.2 Results

Using the majority class vote for each title, twenty-nine titles were assigned a
score of ≥ 3 on all four scales. These are presented on the left-hand side of
Table 3, with less highly ranked examples on the right-hand side for contrast.

Using average values for each class based on the seven respondents, only
four headings had an arithmetic mean of 3 or higher across the four scales, these
titles are indicated in bold in Table 3. Analysing the results for agreement using
Krippendorff’s α metric [8], the value was 0.264 over the seven annotators and
the 396 (99 × 4) observations.

As a comparison with similarly subjective linguistic evaluation tasks, the
same value was reported by [20] for inter-annotator agreement for four annota-
tors tagging tweets as ironic. Breaking down agreement within the categories in
Table 5, it can be seen that creativity and relevance were perhaps more subjec-
tive scales for this experiment than grammaticality or appropriateness for which
agreement was more consistent.

6 Discussion of preferred titles

With the exception of the article on depression in the tech industry, a number of
candidate titles for each article were voted as above average on the four scales
using majority values. One surprising candidate was the The Food Fist Way re-
lating to the article about raising awareness of the Norwegian farming industry,
this appears to be ungrammatical although with with slight modifications could
become grammatical10. Several punning titles feature (Food Time for Change,

9 This can be a consequence of the hard filtering step which removes a larger number of head-
lines deemed invalid.

10 The Food First Way?



Obama for the People) however, based on the four titles for which consensus
was unanimous, there appears to be a preference for topical relevance11 over
puns and/or wordplay. Song titles are common candidates, No Man’s Woman,
Mother Misery’s Favourite Child, Some Mother’s Son and Opium for the People
are all titles of musical works.

The system produced a number of titles which could be deemed inappropri-
ate, including The Peanut Butter Genocide12, African People Going Home and
Woman Beat Their Man. These examples illustrate the issues with calculating
string and semantic matches based on individual words alone, as the difference
between one word in the case of the peanut butter example above can cause
great offence.

One interesting result of the evaluation was to highlight a system bug which
has since been corrected. The phrase Shellshock was part of a larger title Shell-
shock (Another Day, Another Dollar!), however the subtitle part was removed
after the title had been filtered as valid. In this case it was ranked as apt, however
a similar situation occurred with Sleeping Beauty Overture (From The Parent
Trap).

Further evaluation will be required to determine whether named entity ref-
erences should also be employed in the creative process, as the phrase Obama
for the People was judged as creative, in this case the proper surname Obama
was not classified as a named entity and was thus added to the topic cluster.

7 Areas for further system development

Several components of the system could be developed further. The topic clus-
tering could employ LDA or NMF techniques to cluster salient topics. Refer-
ence sources such as WordNet, [16] and ConceptNet [12] could further augment
and expand the topic word clusters, and indeed lead to more creative genera-
tion of titles. The basic creative titling algorithm used is limited to one-for-one
word replacement, a more sophisticated algorithm could incorporate blends and
neologism formation, [30] using existing readymades13, although this practice
would undoubtedly expand the search space exponentially. Sentiment informa-
tion could be employed to generate more appropriate titles. Future evaluation
should encompass a non-creative baseline to identify whether there is a prefer-
ence for creative headlines over non-creative ones.

11 The Peanut Butter Solution (1985 Canadian children’s film) was a particularly highly voted
title, deemed both relevant and creative to the source article.

12 As it happens, the name of a synth-rock musical group from Saskatchewan, Canada.
13 An example could be partial and compound word matching, e.g. The Ladykillers to The Lady-

coders .



7.1 Document processing and topic clustering

Contextual methods using LDA topic modelling and/or TFIDF weighting on a
larger reference corpus may extract more salient keywords and avoid more gen-
erally frequent terms which may be common across documents14. Existing doc-
ument summarisation methods could aid the system in extracting salient topic
clusters.

Reference sources such as WordNet, [16] and ConceptNet [12] could be
used to further augment and expand the topic word clusters, and indeed lead to
more creative generation of titles.

In a similar fashion to the Metaphone replacement process, semantically-
related keyword replacement should also be possible when expanded topic clus-
ters are employed. One example where back-filling would have possibly been
employed was the phrase, Another Day, Another Dollar in relation to the Greek
economic crisis and the replacement of the term dollar with euro15

7.2 Linguistic tools and processes

The basic creative titling algorithm as defined in this system is limited to one-
for-one word replacement, and a more sophisticated algorithm could incorporate
blends and more complex word-mappings and neologism formation, [30] using
existing readymades16, although this practice would undoubtedly expand the
search space exponentially. The CMUdict pronunciation dictionary could be
used in place of the Metaphone algorithm to obtain lists of similarly sounding
words, as used by [17].

Sentiment information is not used as a ranking metric and this could indeed
prevent awkward juxtapositions, ranking the sentiment of titles relative to aver-
age document sentiment to ensure appropriateness is observed. POS information
could be exploited further to allow slot filling and swapping of verbs and nouns
in target phrases across topics. Relaxing the cross-topic mapping criterion could
results in creative titles relevant to single topics.

7.3 Linguistic sources

Although the COCA 5gram set was used to prune the search space, it could also
be used as a source of phrases and possible titles in its own right. The reason
this was not done in
14 Examination of the titles produced showed a preference for common terms such as people,

possibly due to the filtering and ranking using the COCA 5gram set.
15 dollar was an expanded keyword from the DISCO system based on the occurrence of the term

euro in the original article.
16 An example could be partial and compound word matching, e.g. The Ladykillers to The Lady-

coders .



7.4 Ranking feedback

Duplicates are currently discarded but recorded information of the frequency of
a phrase in a dataset could be useful for ranking. Instead of a two-step ranking
and filtering process, perhaps the system could incorporate the filtering into a
composite ranking to ensure a minimum number of titles were generated.

Although the survey results have shown that perceptions of creativity and
relevance can be highly subjective, it may be useful to incorporate user feedback
into the generative model.

8 Final Thoughts

This paper introduces PUNdit, a creativity tool for generation of apt article head-
ings. It uses common NLP resources to map and modify existing titles of cre-
ative works for articles.

End-users of the system may find it useful as a tool for kickstarting and/or
augmenting creative titling, although another use case for the PUNdit system
could be as a serendipitous cross-modal content discovery system which builds
music and movie playlists based on a user’s reading patterns.

It is perhaps fitting that the system itself should have the final say and based
on the text of an earlier draft of this article, the most highly ranked title (advice?)
was succinct and to the point: Never Set A Word17.
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A Algorithms

Algorithm 1 Get topics
1: procedure GET-TOPICS-FROM-DOCUMENT keywords = {word1....word i} valid keys={}
2: for each keyword in keywords do
3: if exists(sem space(keyword)) then
4: valid keywords.add(keyword)
5: end if
6: end formatrix = [len(valid keys)][len(valid keys)]
7: for each b in valid keys do
8: for each a in valid keys do
9: matrix[ai],[bi] = sem dist(a,b)

10: end for
11: end for
12: if len(valid Terms)> 10 then
13: topic list = kMeans(matrix,5)
14: else
15: topic list = kMeans(matrix,3)
16: for each topic in topic list do
17: for each term in topic do
18: topic list i.add(getCloseTerms(5))
19: end for
20: end for
21: end ifreturn topic list
22: end procedure



Algorithm 2 Metaphone matching
1: procedure GET-METAPHONE-MATCHES
2: A = {a1...ai} & meta matches = {}
3: for each term in A do
4: B = metaphone match(term)
5: for each match in B do
6: if

(
#syllables(match)=#syllables(term)
& pos(match) = pos(term) then

)
7: meta matches.add(match)
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for
11: if len(meta matches) > 5 then return 5 random matches
12: else return meta matches
13: end if
14: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Get valid query pairs
1: procedure GET-RELEVANT-SEARCH-TERMS
2: N = {topic 1..., topic i} query list = {}
3: for each topic b in N do
4: for each topic a in N do
5: if a 6= b then
6: for each term x in a + b do
7: Get-Metaphone-Matches(x)
8: Add to a or b
9: end for

10: for x, y in a,b do
11: if x,y ∈ coca 5grams then
12: add x,y to query list
13: end if
14: end for
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for

return query list
18: end procedure

Algorithm 4 Title retrieval algorithm
1: procedure GET-RELEVANT-TITLES

2: for each word pair in query list do
3: return result list from freebase
4: for each result a in result list do
5: if isValid(a) = true then
6: add a to valid list
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for

10: end procedure



Algorithm 5 Keyword extraction and clustering
1: procedure EXTRACT AND CLUSTER KEYWORDS
2: wordlist = ()
3: for each word in article do
4: if freq(word) > 1 & !(isStopWord(word)) & !(isNamedEntity(word)) then
5: lemmatise(word)
6: if word /∈ wordlist then
7: wordlist.add(word)
8: end if
9: end if

10: for each result a in result list do
11: if isValid(a) = true then
12: add a to valid list
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: end procedure

Algorithm 6 Title Filtering
1: procedure IS-VALID-TITLE maxLength = 5 isValid = true
2: for each title in valid list do
3: if nonEnglish(title) then
4: isValid = false
5: else if length(title) > maxLength then
6: isValid = false
7: else if title contains ”/” or ”[]” then
8: isValid = false
9: else if isDuplicate(title) then

10: isValid = false
11: else if count(NNP) in title ≥ count(!(NNP) & NNP /∈ (topic1 or topic2) then
12: isValid = false
13: end if
14: end forreturn isValid
15: end procedure



No. Above Average Below Average Topics Count Words
1 Obama of the People People, News and Views Twitter, influence 5 1120

Other People’s Good News People in the News Obama
2 Cancer of the Country Age of Cancer Cancer recovery 11 723

Country Blues, Number One UK vs. USA
3 Shellshock, Day Late, Dollar Short, Two-Dollar Day Greek 7 418

Another Day, Another Dollar The Dollar-a-year Man economic woes
4 Mother Misery’s Favourite Child Sweet Child o’ Mine Divorce & 10 1892

Father Music, Mother Dance Sleeping Beauty Overture social class
Pre-Paid Child Support in the USA

Some Mother’s Son
5 none Fear, Anxiety and Depression Depression in 7 1663

Rip That Thing tech industry
6 The Peanut Butter Solution Wandering Child Come Home US cafe’s 15 412

Kindness Other People’s Money, African People Going Home Peanut butter
Pay Beyond the Bill The Peanut Butter Genocide Charity

Helping People Help People Campaign
People Help the People

7 The Food Fist Way Song Farm Lacy’s Kitchen Song about 9 463
Food Time for Change When Something is Food farming in

Fast Food My Way Norway
Soul Food

8 Glitch in the System Video Computer System Y2K 4 1854
January, February... ” Software bugs

9 Wisdom of Life Modern Life, Changing People The downside 14 1686
High Rise Low Life, My Third Life, Minimum of being
The High Life Suite God Caring Citizen gifted

Hi-Fi Low-Life, Where Low Life Grows
Knowledge for the People High On Life

10 Half Man Half Woman Wicked Woman, Foolish Man Norwegian 18 1342
World of a Woman Odyssey to Fade Out gender balance
No Man’s Woman Thirteen Woman in corporate

Woman Beat Their Man boards

Table 3. Generated subheadings by source, ranked above and below average (3) by majority vote
on four evaluation categories



No. Topic Headline Options Words
1 Twitter accounts, power users, Obama 5 1120
2 Cancer recovery rates, UK vs. US 11 723
3 Greek economic woes 7 418
4 Legal issues with divorce, class divide 10 1892
5 Depression in the tech industry 7 1663
6 US restaurant’s peanut butter sandwich charity campaign 15 412
7 Songs about farming awareness in Norway 9 463
8 Software problems and the Y2K glitch 4 1854
9 The downside of being gifted 14 1686
10 Gender quality in Norwegian boardrooms 18 1342

Table 4. Sources and generated subheadings

Scale Mean ≥ 3 Majority ≥ 3

Relevance 12 50
Creativity 11 55
Appropriateness 60 91
Grammaticality 74 92
All 4 29

Table 5. Raw values for four evaluation scales for 99 headlines: Majority vote vs. mean value


